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BACKGROUND
INDIANA UNIVERSITY
Bloomington
• Doctoral/Research 
Extensive
• FTE 41,737 (Fall 2016)
• Flagship IU campus
Kokomo
• Baccalaureate General
• FTE 2,727 (Fall 2016)
• Nursing, Business, Health 
Sciences
IUCAT (shared catalog)
IUB:
•Launched 
OneSearch@IU
Aug 2011
IUK:
•Launched EDS 
Sep 2011
METHODOLOGY
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Query set •Fall 2015 census
Random 
sample
•1,677 queries 
each
Categorize
•Library of 
Congress 
Classification 
schedule
Did not categorize:
Databases Journal titles
Source 
types
Did categorize:
Article 
titles
Known 
titles
Keywords
Identifying classes
Identifying classes
Identifying classes
Identifying classes
RESULTS
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■ TX – All Text
■ AU – Author 
■ TI – Title 
■ SU – Subject Terms
■ SO – Source
■ AB – Abstract
■ IS – ISSN
■ IB – ISBN
■ *JN – Journal Name
■ *DE – Subject
*These field codes are not included in the 
dropdown options for EDS and so indicate 
that the search was most likely performed 
by a librarian as you would have to know 
the code and its definition 
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Lecours, A.-R. (1966). Serial order in writing– A study of misspelled words in “developmental dysgraphia.” Neuropsychologia, 
4(3), 221-241. http://dx.doi.org.proxyko.uits.iu.edu/10.1016/0028-3932(66)90029-7
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*Includes: Can, Does, Should, When, Which, Who
RECOMMENDATIONS 
FOR INFORMATION 
LITERACY
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Popular Queries
Pillbugs
(Isopods)
(pillbug AND behavior)
(isopods AND response)
19 searches
Folklore (folklore) AND (comics)
24 searches
Their Eyes 
Were 
Watching God
(“their eyes were 
watching god” AND 
mcgowan”
19 searches
Psychology 
myths
(10% AND “of” 
AND our AND 
brains)
21 searches
Espionage (war AND Spies)(espionage AND 
cases)
24 searches
Feminism (feminism AND fairy AND tale AND 
social AND norm)
19 searches
James 
Bond
(007 AND british
AND empire)
20 searches
Types of 
intelligence
multiple 
intelligence
16 searches
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(Un)expected Benefits
Learn LC Discover curricular themes
Reference desk 
advantages
Find issues to fix in 
catalog
Use more catalog 
functions
New collaboration 
opportunities with 
faculty
Some Considerations…
Solutions:
Implications for MARC record 
suppliers
Catalog drawbacks = discovery 
assets?
Questions:
How do users browse by subject 
area?
How do users apply facets that rely 
upon call numbers?
Problems with the catalog:
E-books lack call numbers. Some also lack subject headings.
System Enhancements
EDS
•Citation Search
•Autocorrect
•Placards
•Expand Did-You-
Mean
IUCAT
•Update Indexes
•Search results
•Facets
NEXT STEPS
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Future Plans
Discuss findings 
with teaching 
faculty/librarians
Repeat with 
spring semester 
data
Future studies 
Discuss results 
with other public 
service points 
Plan 1: Outreach to 
instructors
Discuss findings 
with teaching 
faculty/librarians
Repeat with 
spring semester 
data
Future studies 
Discuss results 
with other public 
service points 
Plan 2: Analyze spring data
Discuss findings 
with teaching 
faculty/librarians
Repeat with 
spring semester 
data
Future studies 
Discuss results 
with other public 
service points 
Plan 3: Derivative & partner 
projects
Discuss findings 
with teaching 
faculty/librarians
Repeat with 
spring semester 
data
Future studies 
Discuss results 
with other public 
service points 
Plan 4: Additional library 
outreach
Discuss findings 
with teaching 
faculty/librarians
Repeat with 
spring semester 
data
Future studies 
Discuss results 
with other public 
service points 
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